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7.4 Adoption of Flood Mapping Study
Abstract
The City of Boroondara Flood Mapping Study (the study) was completed in 2017. It
identified approximately 6,000 properties within the municipality that would be
affected by flooding during a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) rainfall event.
In order to use the study results to designate land as subject to flooding under
Victorian Building Regulations, adoption by Council of the study results as a valid
assessment of flood risk associated with Council’s catchments, is required.
In order for Council to make an informed decision on this matter, officers embarked
on a comprehensive consultation program with affected property owners and
occupiers. To this end, in late 2017, all affected property owners and occupiers were
notified of the results by direct mail and were offered opportunities to provide
feedback at October and November 2017 pop-up Council events and via phone,
email and individual appointments until January 2018.
These consultation outcomes were presented to the Services Special Committee
(SSC) meeting on 8 October 2018, and affected property owners and occupiers were
provided with the opportunity to address the SSC. At the conclusion of this SSC
meeting, Council resolved that officers should undertake additional work to
investigate the specific concerns raised by property owners and occupiers and report
back to the SSC before seeking a further resolution from Council.
Council officers investigated the issues raised by the affected owners and provided
them with the opportunity to discuss specific concerns at site meetings. Potential
anomalies with flood mapping results were referred to Council’s flood mapping
consultant for detailed review and officers proactively reviewed the entire flood
extent to identify other properties where similar anomalies may exist. Council also
engaged an independent consultant to review the modelling methodology,
assumptions and the application of those to specific properties. This peer review
concluded the study is fit for purpose of identifying areas of flood risk for assessing
planning and building proposals.
The results of this additional consultation and engagement were presented to the
SSC at the 13 May 2019 meeting. This meeting attracted presentations from affected
property owners with additional concerns, many of which Council officers had
addressed prior to the meeting. However, officers committed that any outstanding
concerns will be fully investigated and if justified, amendments to the flood extents
could still be made even after Council resolves to accept the study results.
At the conclusion of the 13 May 2019 SSC meeting, Council resolved to refer the
study to a future Ordinary Council Meeting for consideration and determination.
Accordingly, this report is presented to Council requesting that the City of
Boroondara Flood Mapping Study is adopted as a valid assessment of flood risk
associated with the municipality’s drainage catchments.
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This resolution will result in properties determined by the study to be affected by
stormwater runoff associated with a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)
rainfall event being designated as subject to flooding as defined by Building
Regulation (2018) 153. Once designated, Building Surveyors will be required to
obtain ‘report and consent’ from Council before issuing a building permit on affected
properties.
A decision to commence the process of preparing a joint Planning Scheme
amendment with Melbourne Water will be sought at a later Council meeting. The
purpose of the amendment will be to create a Special Building Overlay (SBO2),
based on the study results, which will identify properties affected by flooding within
the Boroondara Planning Scheme.

Officers' recommendation
That Council resolve to:
1. Adopt the City of Boroondara Flood Mapping Study as a valid assessment of
flood risk associated with the City’s drainage catchments;
2. Endorse the designation of areas identified by the study to be subject to flooding
associated with a 1% AEP rainfall event as areas likely to be flooded in
accordance with Victorian Building Regulation (2018) clause 153;
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Responsible director:

Carolyn Terry
Acting Director Environment and Infrastructure
___________________________________________________________________
1.

Purpose
This report requests Council to adopt the City of Boroondara Flood Mapping
Study (the study) as a valid assessment of flood risk associated with the City’s
drainage catchments. This action will lead to the designation of areas identified
by the study as likely to be flooded during a 1% AEP rainfall event as areas to
be subject to flooding in accordance with Victorian Building Regulation (2018)
clause 153. Following on from this designation, Council officers will commence
the process to prepare a joint Planning Scheme amendment with Melbourne
Water to update the Melbourne Water SBO and introduce an SBO Category 2
over affected properties. A decision to proceed with this Planning Scheme
Amendment proposal will be sought at a future Council meeting.

2.

Policy implications and relevance to community plan and council plan
The study identifies flood risks associated with Council’s drainage catchments
and is relevant to the Boroondara Community Plan Theme 1, ‘Your Community,
Services & Facilities’ and Theme 3, ‘The Environment’. The results of the study
will be used to guide future buildings and works on affected properties in order
to minimise the impact of infrequent but intense storms, and to inform future
capital works programs for stormwater management. This work is reflected in
2018/19 annual commitment "Commence the process of introducing a Special
Building Overlay to identify properties at risk of flooding during a 1 in 100 year
storm".

3.

Background
Overall responsibility for floodplain management within Greater Melbourne
rests with Melbourne Water. Areas in Boroondara that are prone to flooding in
major storm events were included in a Special Building Overlay (SBO) in the
Boroondara Planning Scheme in 2006.
However, the SBO only covers areas for which Melbourne Water provides
drainage infrastructure. In addition to these designated areas, it has been
identified that drainage catchments upstream of Melbourne Water’s drains and
watercourses are also prone to flooding. The flood mapping study project
identifies and addresses flood risks in these catchments.
Council’s Integrated Water Management Strategy 2014 (IWMS) was developed
to set the strategic direction and implementation approach for improving water
cycle management across the municipality over the next decade, including
delivery of a flood modelling program.
In response to IWMS strategies, officers engaged Engeny Water Management
(Engeny) to undertake the flood mapping study in 2016. The study represents
the first comprehensive hydraulic and hydrologic assessment of Council’s
stormwater drains and catchments and provides Council with an understanding
of how its drainage systems perform under both frequent and infrequent rainfall
events.
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The study identified approximately 6,000 properties affected by flooding during
a 1% AEP rainfall event. A copy of the study is included in Attachment 1 to this
report.
4.

Outline of key issues/options
The study results provide an industry best practice assessment of the risk of
flooding associated with a 1% AEP rainfall event. It is therefore important that
Council takes necessary steps to ensure property owners and occupiers are
made aware of this risk and to provide appropriate advice on how to mitigate
the impact of flooding.
A decision by Council to adopt the study results will trigger a notification to the
Victorian Building Authority (VBA) of land designated as subject to flooding in
accordance with Building Regulation 153. Applicable pages of the Victorian
Building Regulations 2018 are provided as Attachment 2 to this report and
VBA Practice Note associated Regulation 153 is provided as Attachment 3.
Once designated, building surveyors must obtain ‘report and consent’ from
Council prior to the issuing of permits for buildings or works on affected land.
Consent from Council for the issue of a building permit on affected land will be
provided once:


Applicants apply to Council for a flood level assessment; and



The design of the proposed buildings or works appropriately addresses
the risks identified by the flood level assessment.

Council’s decision to adopt the study results will also initiate preparation of an
amendment to the Boroondara Planning Scheme to identify affected areas
within a Special Building Overlay (SBO) for flood management. This project is
included in Council's 2018/19 annual commitments as "Commence the process
of introducing a Special Building Overlay to identify properties at risk of flooding
during a 1 in 100 year storm". Assuming the planning scheme amendment
process is initiated in late 2019 and the project progresses without significant
delays, the amendment is likely to be gazetted in early 2021.
The SBO introduced into the planning scheme by Melbourne Water in 2006 is
based on flood modelling conducted over 10 years ago. Melbourne Water has
since conducted extensive re-modelling of their systems and intends to use
their current assessment of flood extent to update the SBO. In order to avoid
multiple planning scheme amendments within a short space of time, Melbourne
Water has agreed to partner with the City of Boroondara to introduce a joint
planning scheme amendment. This amendment will combine the introduction of
an SBO2 to represent areas subject to flooding associated with Council’s
catchments and an update to the existing SBO representing areas subject to
flooding associated with Melbourne Water’s drains and water courses.
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Prior to the completion of the study, it was determined that the use of the study
results to designate land as subject to flooding under Victorian Building
Regulations, required a decision by Council to adopt the result of the study. As
an industry best practice assessment of flood risk associated with Council’s
drainage catchments, the study results are considered sufficient to justify
designation of land as subject to flooding under Victorian Building Regulations.
However, in order to ensure that Council could make an informed decision on
this matter and to demonstrate that affected property owners were appropriatly
consulted, officers wrote to all affected property owners and occupiers and
invited submissions while the study results were still at the draft stage. Over the
past two years, officers kept Council informed of the consultation process and
outcomes via briefings and reports to the Services Special Committee.
Officers are currently using the draft results from the study to unofficially advise
property owners planning or proposing buildings and works within affected
areas of the flooding risk. It is important that officers are proactive with the use
of this information as once the study is adopted, proposals on affected land that
were granted planning approvals may not be granted building approvals.
5.

Consultation/communication
Formal consultation on the study commenced with notifications to affected
property owners and occupiers by direct mail in October 2017. Council officers
made a deliberate decision to inform affected property owners and occupiers
prior to the completion of the study in order to enable them to comment or
respond to the study results.
These consultation outcomes were presented to the Services Special
Committee (SSC) meeting on 8 October 2018, and affected property owners
and occupiers were provided with the opportunity to address the SSC. At the
conclusion of this SSC meeting, Council resolved that officers should undertake
additional work to investigate the specific concerns raised by property owners
and occupiers and report back to the SSC before seeking a further resolution
from Council.
Council officers proceeded with investigating these issues and provided
affected property owners and occupiers with the opportunity to discuss their
specific concerns at site meetings. Potential anomalies with flood mapping
results were referred to Council’s flood mapping consultant for detailed review
and officers proactively reviewed the entire flood extent to identify other
properties where similar anomalies may exist.
Council also engaged an independent consultant to review the modelling
methodology and assumptions and the application of those to specific
properties. This peer review concluded that the study is fit for the purpose of
identifying areas of flood risk for assessing planning and building proposals.
The results of this additional consultation and engagement were presented to
the SSC at 13 May 2019 meeting. This meeting attracted presentations from
affected property owners with additional concerns, many of which Council
officers addressed prior to the meeting. However, officers committed that any
outstanding concerns will be fully investigated and if justified, amendments to
the study result could still be made even after Council resolves to adopt the
study results.
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The question of Council’s and property owners’ obligations under the Water Act
1989 regarding the flow of water across land was raised by submitters at the
May SSC meeting. The relevant section of the Water Act 1989 discusses rights
and liabilities arising out of flow of water and protects the rights of individuals to
permit the reasonable flow of water from one property to the other. The Water
Act 1989 is often referenced to justify the existence of pipes or flow channels
across properties in the absence of registered easements. In the context of the
flood mapping study it can be applied to prevent individuals from unreasonably
blocking the passage of overland flow across a property. Also, as there are no
prescribed government acts requiring councils to contain runoff from extreme
rainfall events, it is reasonable that stormwater could flow across properties
during such events.
At the conclusion of the 13 May 2019 SSC meeting, Council resolved to refer
the study to a future Ordinary Council Meeting for consideration and
determination.
6.

Financial and resource implications
The cost of the flood mapping project was included in the 2017/18 budget. The
future cost of providing flood level assessments will be recovered by charging a
flood assessment fee for each application.
Introduction of the new SBO costs will be covered by the current 2018/19
budget allocation of $157,000.
The results of the study will also be used to develop and prioritise future
drainage capital improvement works.

7.

Governance issues
Staff involved in preparation of this report do not have any direct or indirect
interest in the outcomes of the flood mapping study.
No human rights would be impacted or infringed as a consequence of the
Outcomes and Next Steps of this report.

8.

Social and environmental issues
The study provides Council with a best practice assessment of the flood risk
associated with Council’s stormwater drainage network. It allows informed
decision making to improve the amenity and sustainability of future
development and works within the City of Boroondara.

9.

Conclusion
Officers have completed an extensive consultation and engagement with
property owners and occupiers affected by areas identified by the City of
Boroondara Flood Mapping Study as subject to stormwater flooding associated
with a 1% AEP rainfall event.
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Officers presented the outcomes of this consultation to Council’s Services
Special Committee (SSC) on two occasions. First in October 2018 and again in
May 2019. In these reports, officers demonstrated that they have applied the
rules of natural justice and procedural fairness in their interactions with affected
property owners and have appropriately received and addressed submissions.
Officers have also comitted to continue to receive and address submissions
and refer the impact of flood extents on individual properties for review by
Council’s consultant where justified. This work can proceed even after Council
has resolved to adopt the study.
It is therefore requested that Council adopt the City of Boroondara Flood
Mapping report as a valid assessment of flood risk associated with stormwater
runoff from a 1% AEP rainfall event and allow officers to use provisions of the
Victorian Building Regulations (2018) to protect new buildings and works on
affected land from adverse effects of this runoff.

Manager:

Zhanna Sichivitsa, Asset Management

Report officer:

Stephen D’Agata, Team Leader Drainage, Asset Management
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